
 

 

                
 

PORTING AUTHORIZATION 
 
We authorize VoIP Systems USA, LLC. to proceed with the porting (moving) of our VOICE telephone numbers, 
VOICE toll-free numbers, VOICE RCF numbers as well as any of the other VOICE telephone numbers listed 

for porting on the signed LOA and RESPORG forms we have submitted and in accordance with our signed 
Service Activation Form and Agreement and its applicable Terms and Conditions.  These numbers will be 

ported (moved) from our current carrier (losing carrier) to the new Hosted System.   We certify that all 
numbers being ported are for VOICE service only and that they are NOT USED OR SHARED 
for alarms, fax machines, e-fax, modems, credit card machines or any other non-VOICE 
communication.   
 

We understand that often, losing carriers will unilaterally disconnect or increase pricing for any remaining 
phone numbers when most of an account is disconnected, moved or ported.  We also understand that while 
some of the remaining phone numbers must remain in-service, (i.e. for our alarms, fax machines, modems, 
credit card machines, etc.) other remaining phone numbers can safely be deleted for additional savings to us.  

  
 

YOU MUST CHECK EITHER A. OR B. AND SIGN BELOW 
 
[   ] A. In order to avoid the possibility of disconnect or price increase and to take advantage of potential 

savings we authorize VoIP Systems USA, LLC and its affiliates to initiate separate paperwork and orders (for 
our approval) to move these remaining non-VOICE phone numbers (which I determine should be kept) to a 
low-cost Verizon reseller and to delete any numbers (which I determine should be deleted) which are no longer 
needed. Completion time would range from 1-3 weeks AFTER the porting is completed and once the signed 
order is submitted depending on the carrier and the quantity of phone numbers involved.  

 

[   ] B. All remaining phone numbers will stay with our current carrier.  We will coordinate any 

necessary changes ourselves to ensure that those remaining phone numbers which we still require 
are not disconnected and to eliminate any phone numbers we no longer need. 
 
 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Company Name                           authorized signature                         PRINT NAME                                        date 
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